
Robert Smith 
Title Researcher

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Obtain a Title Researcher, responsible for Operating multiple online public 
record indexing websites and title plant software to research and obtain 
copies of necessary documents., Researching and verifies judgments, 
divorce and foreclosure cases in various online judicial court websites.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Title Researcher
ABC Corporation -   2014 – 2022 

Responsibilities:

 Researched and analyzed public records and evaluate documents to 
determine fee owner, encumbrances, right-of-way, easements, and 
other items that affect ownership to each parcel.

 Produces accurate, concise reports summarizing research results.
 Completes assignments, in a timely manner, with no supervision.
 Required traveling to other counties, learning each countys software, 

processes, and management of their records.
 Used Various county software programs.
 Compiled reports and verifying accurate chain of title.
 Interpreted legal descriptions and title documents for necessary 

resolutions, if any.

Title Researcher
Delta Corporation -   2007 – 2012 

Responsibilities:

 Research public records for liens and chain of title to prepare title 
searches for local lending institutions.

 Preparation of title searches Preparation of documents and pleadings in 
the areas of real estate, probate and civil litigation Client interaction .

 Position included, but was not limited to, the following responsibilities 
Running title from 1850s forward in a conflict area of Tioga County, .

 Title Abstractor My position included, but was not limited to, the 
following responsibilities Running title from 1880 forward in Wyoming 
County and .

 Title Abstractor My position included, but was not limited to, the 
following responsibilities Running title and preparing runsheets from 
1859.

 Research deeds and properties that are being prepped for foreclosure; 
research is done both online and at local government offices ensuring 
optimum .

 Filing, billing, document consolidation amongst other office duties.

Education

Associates In Business
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CONTACT DETAILS

1737 Marshville Road, 
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

Microsoft PowerPoint, 
Researcher, Software 
Programmer.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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